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Abstract

The efficacy of implanted biomedical devices is often compromised by host recognition and subsequent foreign body responses. Here, we demonstrate the role of the geometry of implanted materials on their biocompatibility in vivo. In rodent and non-human primate animal models, implanted spheres 1.5 mm and above in diameter across a broad spectrum of materials, including hydrogels, ceramics, metals, and plastics, significantly abrogated foreign body reactions and fibrosis when compared to smaller spheres. We also show that for encapsulated rat pancreatic islet cells transplanted into streptozotocin-treated diabetic C57BL/6 mice, islets prepared in 1.5 mm alginate capsules were able to restore blood-glucose control for up to 180 days, a period more than 5-fold longer than for transplanted grafts encapsulated within conventionally sized 0.5-mm alginate capsules. Our findings suggest that the in vivo biocompatibility of biomedical devices can be significantly improved by simply tuning their spherical dimensions.

Biomaterials and devices implanted in the body are used for a broad spectrum of clinical applications including cell transplantation\(^1\), controlled drug release\(^2\), continuous sensing and monitoring of physiological conditions\(^3\), electronic pacing\(^4\), and tissue regeneration\(^5\). For many of these applications the performance of the device is dependent on its interaction with the host immune system\(^6\). Immune recognition initiates a cascade of cellular processes leading to foreign body reactions, which include persistent inflammation, formation of foreign body giant cells (fused macrophages), fibrosis (walling-off), and damage to the surrounding tissue\(^7,\,8\). Even when devices are prepared using non-reactive biomaterials, a 100-μm thick fibrotic tissue often builds up (< 1 month), enveloping the implanted device\(^9\). These unwanted effects can be both deleterious to the function of the device and a cause of significant pain and discomfort for the patient\(^9,\,10\).

In attempting to develop more biocompatible materials and devices, researchers have investigated a range of parameters including tuning material physiochemical properties to limit protein fouling\(^11,\,12\), applying cell-resistive coatings\(^13\), modifying surfaces with ligands to selectively modulate immune cell recruitment\(^14,\,15\), and controlling surface porosity\(^16\). However, only a limited number of studies have examined the role of material or device geometry on modulating foreign body responses and fibrosis\(^17,\,18,\,19,\,20\). Malaga et al. evaluated six various medical-grade polymers which were extruded into geometries of rods with circular-, triangular-, and pentagonal-shaped cross sections, and then implanted these materials into rat gluteal muscles for 14 days\(^19\). Among the shapes tested, circular rods produced the least amount of foreign body responses followed by pentagonal, and then triangular. Salthouse et al. described that implant shape can profoundly affect macrophage behavior at the interface of percutaneous implants and observed that smooth, well contoured
implants with no acute angles are more biocompatible. Since these notable studies it has long been accepted that indeed materials with smooth surfaces are likely to be more biocompatible than those with sharp edges, however there is still no consensus on an ideal geometry.

Surface porosity has also been identified as an influential parameter affecting angiogenesis. Brauker et al. evaluated the role of surface porosity in promoting angiogenesis by comparing polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes with 5-micron-pore-sizes to ones with 0.02-micron-pore-sizes. Their study demonstrated that the larger pore membranes had 80–100-fold more vascular structures associated with the implant. More recently, Madden et al. studied a larger range of pore sizes (0 – 80 μm) and demonstrated that an even stronger angiogenic response could be produced by tuning the pore sizes specifically to 30–40 μm.

At the macro level (>100 μm in size), it is generally held that thicker materials produce a proportionally higher magnitude of foreign body responses and fibrosis. Ward et al. examined the influence of material size by comparing host response to polyurethane substrates prepared as cylinders that were either 300 or 2000 μm in diameter. They found that increasing the size of implanted materials resulted in larger foreign body reactions, and the formation of a thicker layer of fibrosis around the implant. Interestingly, to our knowledge no one has studied the effect of sphere diameter on biocompatibility.

In this study, we sought to examine the role of spherical biomaterial geometry on biocompatibility in vivo. Our initial work focused on interrogating immune response and fibrosis upon implantation of alginate hydrogels. Commonly prepared as microspheres of 100 – 1000 μm in diameter, alginate hydrogels are widely used for a number of in vivo applications including controlled drug release, tissue regeneration, and immunoisolation of therapeutic cells. One biomedical application for which alginate microspheres (0.3–1 mm in diameter) have been extensively evaluated is the immunoisolation of donor pancreatic islets for the treatment of Type-1 diabetes. Host recognition and fibrosis of alginate capsules in humans, independent of donor tissue, is the key barrier to the clinical translation of encapsulated donor islets for treatment of type-1 diabetes. When implanted into the intraperitoneal space of non-human primates or immunocompetent rodents, alginate microspheres elicit foreign body reactions and fibrosis. To ensure proper biocompatibility assessment in our studies we used an immunocompetent C57BL/6 mouse model for our initial screening, because this strain is known to produce a strong fibrotic and foreign body response similar to observations made in human patients.

To investigate the effect of sphere diameter on biocompatibility we fabricated Ba⁺⁺-cross-linked SLG20 alginate hydrogel spheres in eight different sizes, 0.3 mm, 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm, 0.9 mm, 1 mm, 1.5, and 1.9 mm, with very narrow size distributions (Supplementary Figure S1). These spheres (350 μl/mouse) were then implanted into the intraperitoneal space of C57BL/6 mice, where they were retained for 14 days. After this period, spheres were harvested from sacrificed mice and then studied for cellular deposition and fibrosis (Figure 1). Dark field phase contrast images from retrieved spheres show a marked reduction in cellular deposition onto spheres as their size is increased (Figure 1a).
Cellular deposition on spheres was examined using Z-stacked confocal imaging using DAPI (nucleus marker), F-actin (cellular cytoskeleton marker), and alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA, myofibroblast marker). Interestingly, the larger spheres had significantly reduced fibrotic deposition (Figure 1b and Supplemental Figure S2). Additional immunostaining for the host immune cell markers CD68 (macrophage), Ly6G/Ly6C-GR1 (neutrophil), and TGF-β (inflammation marker) also showed reduced immune cell deposition on larger spheres (Supplemental Figure S3). q-PCR expression analysis of additional fibrosis markers, namely collagen 1a1 (Col1a1), collagen 1a2 (Col1a2), and αSMA, further indicated reduced cellular deposition as the sphere size was increased (Figure 1c–e). Western blot analysis of α-SMA expression within the cellular overgrowth on spheres showed a significant decrease as sphere size was increased (Figure 1f and g).

To ensure that the size-modulated fibrotic response effect is not simply a function of surface area, we implanted spheres of two sizes, 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm, normalized in total surface area. In other words, 100 μl/mouse of medium sized and 300 μl/mouse of large sized spheres were implanted into the intraperitoneal space of C57BL/6 mice and then retrieved after 14 days. Dark field phase contrast images of the retrieved spheres revealed only limited cellular deposition on the 1.5 mm-sized spheres and significant cellular deposition on the 0.5 mm sized spheres (Supplemental Figure S4). These findings indicate that the phenomenon is size-mediated and independent of total surface area of implanted material.

We next evaluated whether the effects of implant size on fibrosis are related to a delay in the kinetics of cellular deposition on the larger sized spheres. To study this hypothesis, 0.3 mm and 1.5 mm-sized SLG20 alginate hydrogel spheres were implanted into the intraperitoneal space of C57BL/6 mice for a significantly longer period of 6 months. After 6 months the implanted hydrogel spheres were retrieved and examined for cellular deposition. Dark field phase contrast images from retrieved capsules show that the 1.5 mm spheres are largely devoid of cellular deposition while the 0.3 mm sized spheres are covered with deposited cells and are clumped together in fibrotic tissue (Supplemental Figure S5).

We also asked whether or not this size-modulated fibrotic deposition phenomenon would extend to other materials known to produce higher levels of fibrotic reactions upon implantation. To this end, we implanted a medium sized (0.4–0.6 mm) and larger (1.5–2.5 mm) sized spheres composed of SLG20 alginate (sterile grade alginate), LF10/60 alginate (pharmaceutical grade alginate), stainless steel, glass, polycaprolactone, and polystyrene into the intraperitoneal space of C57BL/6 mice. The surface roughness of material spheres we evaluated here only included relatively smooth surfaced materials (<1 μm roughness)32, 33. Bright-field images from retrieved materials 14 days post-implant revealed significant cellular deposition on the medium-sized versions of all materials tested. Interestingly, all materials tested at an increased size led to a marked reduction of the thickness of cellular overgrowth deposition (Figure 2a). Immunofluorescence stained z-stacked confocal images of retrieved materials showed a significant decrease in macrophage (CD68) and myofibroblast (αSMA) deposition across all materials tested, and significantly, large SLG20 alginate, LF10/60 (endotoxin containing alginate), glass, and stainless steel spheres had negligible cellular deposition (Figure 2b).
To further evaluate the innate immune response to spheres of different sizes, we collected and analyzed the omental and epididymal fat pad tissue peripheral to the implants for innate immune cell infiltration, using a combination of flow cytometry (Figure 2c and d) and q-PCR analysis (Supplemental Figure S6). These analyses revealed that across all materials tested (SLG20 alginate, LF10/60 alginate, stainless steel, glass, polycaprolactone, and polystyrene) increasing sphere size led to a significant reduction of innate immune cell accumulation in peripheral tissue. These findings were further validated through a multiplexed inflammatory mouse cytokine profile (Figure 2e). Notably, our evaluation of a spectrum of materials with a range of mechanical stiffness properties varying from soft (Alginate hydrogels, < 100 kPa) to hard (Stainless steel, 100s of GPa) demonstrates that size and shape rather than stiffness plays a critical role in biocompatibility.

We next sought to examine whether this observed size-modulated fibrotic effect would translate to a larger rodent model. To examine this, we implanted 0.5 mm and 2.0 mm glass spheres into the intraperitoneal space of Sprague-Dawley rats and then retrieved the materials after 14 days. Bright field and Z-stacked confocal images obtained from retrieved glass microspheres show that the large spheres are devoid of any cellular deposition while the smaller spheres are significantly clumped together and embedded within a thick fibrotic capsule (Supplemental Figure S7a and b). q-PCR expression analysis of fibrosis markers, collagen 1α1 (Col1α1), collagen 1α2 (Col1α2), and αSMA, verified that increasing sphere size resulted in a significant reduction of fibrosis formation directly on spheres (Supplemental Figure S7c). These results suggest our size-dependent fibrotic response observations in C57BL/6 mice also translate to other larger rodent species.

Next, we wanted to study if these findings could translate to higher order species and also to other implant sites. To evaluate this, we implanted SLG20 alginate hydrogels, prepared as 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm spheres (N = 4) as well as cylinders (4 mm diameter x 1 mm height) (N = 2), subcutaneously into the dorsal regions of non-human primates (NHPs) for either 14 or 28 days. At both 14 and 28 days post implantation retrieval time points the 1.5 mm-sized SLG20 alginate spheres were not embedded in host tissue and freely dissociated from the implant site upon incision with a biopsy punch (Figure 4a and Supplemental Figure S8). The retrieved 1.5 mm spheres visually appeared to be translucent and void of cellular overgrowth (Figure 4b and Supplemental Figure S8). H&E stained sections of retrieved large spheres confirmed negligible cellular deposition and a lack of fibrosis (Figure 4c). Conversely, at both 14 and 28-day retrieval time points, the implanted 0.5 mm sized spheres and cylinders were profusely embedded in host tissues (Supplemental Figure S8). Excised tissue obtained from the implant sites of SLG20 alginate 1.5 mm spheres, 0.5 mm spheres, cylinders, and saline injected control tissue were examined through histological analysis using a combination of H&E and Masson’s Trichrome staining (Figure 4d). The obtained images confirm the lack of large sphere embedding or fibrosis. However, extensive embedding and fibrosis buildup (up to 100 μm thick) is visible enveloping the implanted cylinders and medium sized spheres.

To confirm that the subcutaneous dorsal NHP observations could also translate to the intraperitoneal site of NHPs, a smaller pilot study was performed, in which 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm sized spheres of SLG20 alginate hydrogels were separately implanted into non-human
primates (n = 1 per treatment) using a minimally invasive laparoscopic procedure (Supplemental Figure S9)\textsuperscript{,36}. A laparoscopic camera was used to capture images and video of the spheres immediately after and also again at 14 days post implantation. The obtained in situ images reveal that the 1.5 mm-sized spheres remain translucent and are not embedded into host omentum/fat tissue after 14 days; conversely, the 0.5 mm sized spheres are impeded in to the omentum/fat tissue (Supplemental Figure S9a). An IP lavage with saline at 14 days post implantation enabled retrieval of SLG20 1.5 mm spheres, however the 0.5 mm sized spheres could not be retrieved because of strong adherence and embedding into the IP host tissue (omentum) (Supplemental Videos V1 and V2). The retrieved 1.5 mm spheres were examined using dark field imaging and appear to be transparent with negligible cellular overgrowth (Supplemental Figure S9b). Z-stacked confocal imaging of the retrieved 1.5 mm spheres confirms minimal cellular deposition, a lack of immune macrophages, and fibrosis-associated activated myofibroblast coverage (Supplemental Figure S9c). To verify the embedding of the 0.5 mm-sized spheres within the NHP omentum, a biopsy punch was used to excise a sample of this tissue for histological analysis, which confirmed their embedding, and significant fibrotic tissue buildup was observed enveloping the medium sized spheres (Supplemental Figure S9d).

To highlight the implications of our findings we investigated whether the improvements we observed in biocompatibility through the tuning of material geometry could produce improved/prolong function of an implanted biomedical device. To study this effect, we evaluated the survival of Islets of Langerhans (islets) immunoisolated/encapsulated within conventionally sized alginate microcapsules 0.5 mm compared to islets protected within a 1.5 mm sized capsule. Previously, we and others have shown that host recognition and fibrosis via cellular and collagen deposition on the surface of transplanted 0.5 mm sized alginate microcapsules results in encapsulated islet graft cell death and the failure of diabetic correction in STZ-treated C57BL/6 mice\textsuperscript{28, 37, 38}. Notably, in the context of islet encapsulation, the diameter of the hydrogel capsules is a parameter that has been largely overlooked and based on our observations it could play an important role in improving the efficacy of the transplanted grafts\textsuperscript{39}. Furthermore, it has been traditionally assumed that small capsules (< 350 μm) allows better diffusion and transportation of nutrients and oxygen to the encapsulated islets compared to medium (350–700 μm) and larger capsules (>700 μm)\textsuperscript{40}. Thus, to our knowledge larger 1.5 mm sized spherical capsules have previously not been evaluated for islet cell encapsulation.

Using a xenogeneic treatment model of transplanting rat pancreatic islets into STZ-induced diabetic C57BL/6 mice we investigated the role of capsule size on cell survival. Rat islets (500 IE per mouse) were separately encapsulated into SLG20 alginate hydrogels prepared as 1.5 mm, or 0.5 mm spheres. For these studies we used an islet density preparation of 500 IE per 0.325 ml alginate solution because at this density we observed very few protrusions of islets outside of capsules. Live/dead staining was used to confirm the viability of islets after encapsulation (Figure 4a). To investigate potential diffusion barriers due to using larger sized 1.5 mm capsules, prior to transplantation, we evaluated the kinetics of both glucose and insulin diffusion within 1.5 mm and 0.5 mm capsules loaded with islets. We observed no significant differences in diffusion kinetics of glucose (Supplemental Figure S10) or insulin (Supplemental Figure S11) as a function of capsule geometry (Supplemental
Discussion). After transplantation, blood glucose (BG) correction was used as an indicator to non-invasively monitor cell graft function over time and measurements were taken at least 3 times a week. All mice (n = 5) in the 0.5 mm capsule group failed (i.e. BG above 200 mg/dl for 3 consecutive measurements), on average, by 30 days following transplantation, while in the 1.5 mm capsule group (n = 5), stayed cured, on average, even until 175 days (greater than a 5-fold increase) post-transplantation, when the experiment was stopped (Supplemental Figure S12). The difference in both BG normalization (Figure 4b) and fraction cured (Figure 4d) was significantly different (p<0.0001) between the 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm capsule groups following the initial failure in regulating BGs by the 0.5 mm group (~day 25) throughout the remainder of the experiment. At 7 days post-transplantation a glucose tolerance test (GTT) was used to evaluate the kinetics of blood glucose correction and no significant delays were measured as a function of capsule geometry (Figure 4c).

Upon termination of this study, 6 months post-transplantation, capsules were retrieved and analyzed for fibrosis and presence of viable islets. Dark field imaging revealed that the 0.5 mm capsules were covered in cellular deposition and clumped but the 1.5 mm capsules were largely clean and void of cellular deposition (Figure 4e). Confocal images acquired from retrieved 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm capsules showed positive Newport Green (islet viability marker) staining only in the 1.5 mm group (Figure 4f). Western blot assays were additionally performed on extracted proteins from retrieved capsules in each group to monitor relative expression of PDX-1 (islet viability marker) and alpha smooth muscle actin (fibrosis marker). For this assay, approximately 50% of capsules retrieved from each mouse was digested and processed for total protein extraction. 4 out of 5 mice in the 0.5 mm capsule group had comparatively diminished PDX-1 expression and all 5 mice showed high levels of alpha smooth muscle expression; conversely, high levels of PDX-1 and minimal alpha smooth muscle actin were detected in capsules retrieved from all 5 mice in the 1.5 mm capsule group (Figure 4g). PDX1 expression results were further verified using qPCR analysis of RNA isolated from retrieved capsules, and an ~8-fold higher levels of rat Pdx1 was detectable in the 1.5 mm capsules compared to 0.5 mm capsules group (Figure 4h). Combined our results suggest that grafts in 1.5 mm-sized capsules survived ~ 6 fold prolonged duration compared to those prepared in conventionally sized 0.5 mm capsules because the tuned geometry hydrogels were able to resists fibrosis for a longer duration. Interestingly, while we did not observe significant buildup of fibrosis on the capsules upon retrieval after 180 days, however the mice in this treatment group lost blood glucose control after approximately 140 days. This likely suggests some islet viability loss after transplantation, which could be related to the long-term durability of the rat islets used in this treatment model.

To better understand innate immune response as a function of implant size, we conducted a kinetic profiling analysis of host-mediated innate immune recognition following implantation of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm-sized SLG20 alginate spheres, over a 28-day period (Figure 5) in C57BL/6 mice. Flow cytometry was used to quantify the accumulation of myeloid cells (Figure 5a), neutrophils (Figure 5b), and macrophages (Figure 5c) directly on spheres of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm sizes at 1, 4, 7, 14, and 28 days post-implant. At all time points evaluated, we observed a significant increase in the accumulation of myeloid cells onto 0.5 mm-sized spheres compared to the 1.5 mm-sized spheres (Figure 5a). In probing
macrophage and neutrophil cells, by four days post-implantation we observed significantly increased accumulation on 0.5 mm-sized spheres, which appears to plateau by day 7 (Figure 5b and c). Notably, on 1.5 mm-sized spheres we observed negligible numbers of neutrophil cells and a limited number of myeloid and macrophage cells at all time points.

Macrophages have been implicated as key drivers of the foreign-body reaction to implanted materials. To probe their role towards the fibrotic responses to the implanted materials we performed a series of experiments in which we transplanted SLG20 alginate spheres into the IP space of a transgenic mouse model, MAFIA, which enables the induction of macrophage cell depletion. In this model, a macrophage Fas-induced apoptosis transgene enable inducible/reversible apoptosis of macrophages using the mouse colony stimulating factor 1 receptor promoter (Csf1r) to drive expression of a mutant human FK506 binding protein 1A, 12kDa. Furthermore, an EGFP transgene included in this model enables the in situ fluorescent monitoring of macrophage cells.

First, to confirm the importance of macrophages in driving the fibrosis responses we transplanted 0.5 mm-sized SLG20 spheres into the IP space of MAFIA mice treated to induce depletion of macrophages and also as a control into MAFIA mice without depletion for 14 days. Dark field microscope images of the retrieved spheres revealed only limited cellular deposition onto spheres implanted in mice with depleted macrophages and conversely significant cellular deposition onto spheres received from mice with macrophages (Supplemental Figure S13). These results confirm that macrophages are indeed a key driver of the fibrotic responses we have observed in response to our transplanted materials.

Second, to monitor macrophage behavior in real-time, we performed in vivo intravital imaging on implanted alginate spheres of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm size, which were fluorescently labeled. Spherical implants were studied in the IP space of MAFIA mice (Supplemental Figure S14). In vivo Z-stacked intravital images obtained from implanted medium- and large-sized spheres at 1, 4, and 7 days post-implant indicate that macrophage cells extravasate from peripheral fat pad tissue and accumulate onto 0.5 mm spheres over that one week period, while very few macrophages can be observed near the 1.5 mm spheres (Figure 5d). Z-stacked and time lapse intravital images of macrophage accumulation onto 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm sized spheres at 1, 4, and 7 days post-implantation confirm both a lack of macrophage activity and numbers surrounding 1.5 mm size spheres, and significant macrophage activity and numbers around 0.5 mm sized spheres (Supplemental Videos V3–V8). We hypothesized that since the 1.5 mm spheres are surrounded by only a few macrophage cells, the macrophages around the large spheres are not becoming activated, resulting in reduced recruitment and extravasation of additional macrophages.

Macrophage cells have remarkable plasticity that allows them to efficiently respond to environmental signals and change their phenotype to address the implicated stimuli. There is a broad spectrum of macrophage activations which can be categorized into three states namely, classical activation (pro-inflammatory, M\textsubscript{Classic}), alternative activation (pro-healing, M\textsubscript{Wound}), and regulatory activation (M\textsubscript{Reg}). These phenotypes can be characterized through gene expression analysis of specific markers that correlate with each activation state.
state\textsuperscript{45}. A pro-inflammatory macrophage phenotype correlates with elevated expression of Tumor Necrosis Factor α (TNF α), Interleukin 1 (IL1), and Interferon Regulatory Factor 5 (IRF5)\textsuperscript{44, 45, 46}. A pro-wound healing phenotype of macrophage correlates with up regulation in expression of Dendritic Cell Immune Receptor (Dcir), Stabilin 1 (Stab1), chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 22 (CCL22), Chitinase-like 3 (YM1), and Arginase 1 (Arg1)\textsuperscript{44, 45, 46}. Meanwhile, a regulatory macrophage phenotype has been characterized to correlate with elevated expression of Interleukin 10 (IL10), TNF superfamily member 14 (Light), and Sphingosine Kinase 1 (Sphk1)\textsuperscript{44, 45, 46}. To elucidate the changing activation/differentiation states of macrophages we examined a range of implanted constructs using a series of markers reflecting M\textsubscript{Classic}, M\textsubscript{Wound}, and M\textsubscript{Reg} phenotypes\textsuperscript{41, 43, 44, 46}. At 1, 4, and 7 days post-implantation, gene expression analysis was used to probe phenotype marker expression of cells isolated from the intraperitoneal space, omental fat pad tissue, and directly on spheres. Overall, we observed significantly different gene expression patterns for cells associated with these tissues following implantation of 0.5 mm-sized spheres when compared to 1.5 mm-sized spheres (Supplemental Table S1).

Implantation of both 0.5 mm- and 1.5 mm-sized spheres resulted in an increased expression of markers associated with a wound healing phenotype in the intraperitoneal and peripheral omentum fat compartments (Supplemental Figures S15 and S16, and Supplemental Table S1). This phenotype was elevated at day 4 for both sizes of spheres implanted in mice, and decreased by day 7 for the 1.5 mm-sized spheres. We believe that these data are consistent with macrophage activation in these compartments, that is reduced when the implanted material are 1.5 mm spheres. Fibrotic tissue obtained directly from the 0.5 mm-sized s showed increasing expression of markers associated with all three macrophage phenotypes. In contrast, expression of macrophage markers associated only with classical and wound-healing phenotypes was enriched on 1.5-mm spheres (Figure 5e and Supplemental Table S1). Regulatory macrophage markers were not significantly up-regulated at any time point or in any compartment tested following implantation of 1.5 mm-sized spheres. However, increased expression of markers associated with this macrophage phenotype was observed on days 4 and 7 in cells associated with the 0.5 mm spheres (Figure 5e). Combined our observations suggest that a lack of regulatory macrophage cell accumulation on large size spheres correlates with the truncated fibrosis responses.

In summary, we have demonstrated that tuning the geometry of implanted materials we can influence their host recognition and propagation of foreign body reactions. Spherical materials that are of 1.5 mm in diameter or greater proved to be significantly more biocompatible compared to their smaller-sized or counterparts. This effect was demonstrated to be independent of total implanted surface area and visible with all materials tested. Further, our finding suggests that simply increasing implant size is insufficient to resist foreign body responses and that a spherical shape is also integral for resisting host fibrosis/rejection. Significantly, alginate microspheres of 1.5 mm in diameter demonstrated an ability to ward off cellular deposition for at least 6 months. Modulating the spherical dimensions of a broad spectrum of materials encompassing hydrogels, ceramics, metals, and plastics also showed that spheres of 1.5 mm in diameter or greater significantly mitigated foreign reactions and fibrosis. We believe these findings have important implications for the design of in vivo-implanted biomedical devices for a range of applications including cell
transplantation, controlled drug release, implantable sensors, and prosthesis for tissue engineering.

Materials and Methods

Detailed description of methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. In brief, all materials were implanted intraperitoneally or subcutaneously into and retrieved at specified times from C57BL/6 mice, C57BL/6-Tg(Csf1r-EGFP-NGFR/FKBP1A/TNFRSF6)2Bck/J mice, Sprague-Dawley rats, or cynomologus macaques non-human primates in accordance with approved protocols and federal guidelines. Sample processing, staining, FACS, NanoString expression analysis, and imaging were performed as detailed in Supplemental Information. Shown are representative images from at minimum n = 5 mice per treatment group. For rat studies, n=3 per treatment. Quantified data shown are group mean values ± SEM. References cited in the supplementary information.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Increasing alginate sphere size results in reduced cellular deposition and fibrosis formation on the spheres

SLG20 alginate spheres (0.5 ml in volume) of 8 different sizes (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 1, 1.5, and 1.9 mm) were implanted into the intraperitoneal space of C57BL/6 mice, where they were retained for 14 days and analyzed for degree of fibrosis upon retrieval. Dark field phase contrast images obtained from retrieved spheres reveal a significant decrease in level of cellular overgrowth with increase in sphere size (a); scale bar = 2mm). Z-stacked confocal images of retrieved spheres immunofluorescence stained with DAPI (highlighting
cellular nuclei), phalloidin (Highlighting F-actin), and α-Smooth Muscle Actin (α-SMA, Myofibroblast cells) (b); Scale bar = 300μm). q-PCR based expression analysis of fibrotic markers α-SMA (c), Collagen 1a1 (d, Col1a1), and Collagen 1a2 (e, Col1a2) directly on the 8 various sized (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.5, 1.9 mm) spheres plotted normalized to relative expression levels on 300 μm sized spheres. Semi-quantitative western blot analysis of analysis of α-SMA expression in cell overgrowth from on microspheres (1–5 labeling of bands corresponds to individual mice) (f). Plot of analyzed band intensities from western blot images shown in f (g). Error bars, mean ± SEM. N = 5 mice per treatment. All experiments were performed at least three times. qPCR and western blot statistical analysis: one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison correction *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.001, and ***: p < 0.0001.
Figure 2. Increasing the spherical diameter of a variety of materials including, hydrogels, ceramics, metals, and plastics results in reduced foreign body responses

Bright-field images obtained from retrieved medium (0.5 mm) and large (1.5–2 mm) sized versions of SLG20 alginate, LF10/60 alginate (endotoxin containing), glass, and polystyrene 14 days post intraperitoneal implant into C57BL/6 mice (a); Scale bar = 2 mm. Panel of representative immunofluorescence Z-stacked confocal images of materials stained for cell nuclei (DAPI, blue), macrophages (CD68, green) and fibrosis-associated activated myofibroblasts (α-SMA, red) (b); scale bar = 300 μm. Flow analysis, using specific markers
for responding host macrophage (c) neutrophils (d); Mock = surgery and PBS only injection, SLG = SLG20 alginate, LF = LF10/60 alginate (endotoxin containing), PCL = polycaprolactone, and PS = polystyrene. Elispot multiplexed based cytokine array profiling of inflammatory cytokine protein production in response to implanted materials (e); SL = SLG20 alginate, LF = LF10/60 alginate (endotoxin containing), ST = stainless steel, GL = glass PC = polycaprolactone, and PS = polystyrene. Error bars, mean ± SEM. N = 5 mice per treatment. All experiments were performed at least three times. FACS size comparisons were performed by unpaired, two-tailed t-test *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.001, and ***: p < 0.0001.
Figure 3. Comparing the size and shape dependence effects of fibrosis formation on to alginate hydrogels implanted in the subcutaneous dorsal region of non-human primates

Large 1.5 mm-sized spheres of SLG20 hydrogels implanted subcutaneously in the dorsal region of cynomolgus macaques resist fibrosis, while small spheres (0.5 mm sized) and cylinders (4 mm in diameter and 2 mm in height) become fibrotic. After 14 days, biopsy punches were used to excise implanted materials/peripheral host tissue; upon incision we observed that the large SLG20 alginate spheres were not embedded in host tissue and freely dissociated from the implant site (a). The retrieved large SLG20 hydrogels visually appear to be transparent and void of cellular deposition (b), which was also confirmed using H&E stained histological analysis (c); Scale bar = 500 μm. H&E and Masson’s Trichrome stained histological sections of excised tissue at 14 days (d, Scale bar = 500 μm), and 28 days (e, Scale bar = 500 μm) post-implantation with SLG20 alginate hydrogels formed into large spheres (1.5 mm in diameter), medium sized spheres (0.5 mm in diameter) or cylinders (4 mm in diameter and 1 mm in height), and as well a control saline alone injection (* in
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images demarks implanted materials). N = 2 for saline and discs; N = 4 for both 0.5 and 1.5 mm sphere groups. These experiments were performed once.
Figure 4. Comparison of 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm alginate capsules encapsulating rat islets (500 IE’s) in curing STZ-induced C57BL/6 diabetic mice

Live/dead staining confirming viability of islet cells post-encapsulation for large 1.5 mm as well as standard 0.5 mm capsules (a); Scale bar = 1000 μm. Blood glucose curves showing prolonged normoglycemia with large 1.5 mm diameter hydrogel alginate capsules, but only short-lived success with standard 0.5 mm diameter capsules (b). In vivo Glucose Tolerance Test (iv GTT) of healthy mice and diabetic mice 7 days post-transplantation with rat islets encapsulated in standard (0.5 mm) or large sized capsules (1.5 mm) shows no significant delays in BG correction as a function of capsule geometry (c). Kaplan-Meier plot showing fraction of cured STZ-C57BL/6 mice after being transplanted with either 0.5 mm or 1.5 mm diameter capsules, containing 500 IE’s of primary rat islets (d). Representative dark field phase contrast images of retrieved 0.5 mm or 1.5 mm alginate islet-containing capsules 6 months after transplantation show higher levels of cellular overgrowth on 0.5 mm capsules (e); Scale bar = 2000 μm. Confocal imaging panel showing nuclear DAPI (left), Newport green (islet marker, center), and overlay with bright field images of visible capsules (right).
(f): Scale bar = 300 μm. Rat PDX-1 and host alpha smooth muscle actin expression from capsules retrieved from STZ treated mice 175 days post-transplant. As a reference, β-actin expression levels are also shown (g). qPCR analysis of rat islet marker Pdx1 expression in retrieved 0.5 or 1.5 mm alginate capsules (h). Error bars, mean ± SEM. N = 5 mice per treatment. All experiments were performed at least two or three times. qPCR statistical analysis: one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison correction *: p < 0.0001.
Figure 5. Kinetic profiling of host response to SLG20 alginate microspheres of 0.5 and 1.5 mm sizes in diameter

Flow analysis, using specific markers for responding host innate immune myeloid (a), neutrophil (b), and macrophage cells (c) at 1, 4, 7, 14, and 28 days post-implantation. In vivo intravital imaging of macrophage behavior and accumulation at 1, 4, or 7 days post-implantation (d). NanoString-based analysis for expression of macrophage phenotype markers analyzed from deposited cell RNA extracts at 1, 4, and 7 days post-implant, presented on a base 2 logarithmic scale (e). Error bars, mean ± SEM. For FACS analysis N
= 5 mice per treatment, for intravital imaging: N = 3 mice per treatment, for Nanostring analysis N = 4 per treatment. FACS and intravital imaging experiments were performed twice and nanostring analysis was performed once. FACS size comparisons were performed by unpaired, two-tailed t-test *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.001, and ***: p < 0.0001. For nanostring statistical analyses see supplemental methods.